Warranty Information

NOTICE

The data and application materials contained herein are furnished for information only and are believed to be reliable. We cannot assume responsibility for test results achieved by others, over whose test methods and equipment we have no control. It is the user's responsibility to test to determine suitability for the user's purpose and to adopt such precautions as may be advisable for the protection of property and persons against hazards that may be involved in the handling and use of the product. Because our products are being continuously improved, data contained herein is subject to change without notice.

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY

HydraForce, Inc. warrants to the original purchaser of its products that the products are free from defects in workmanship and material, when operated under normal conditions and in accordance with accepted HydraForce and/or industry recommended practices. HydraForce, Inc. makes no warranty to those defined as consumers in the Magnuson-Moss Warranty - Federal Trade Commission Act. This warranty extends only to the original non-consumer purchaser of the product and is not transferrable.

This warranty shall be in effect for a period of 60 months from the starting date of services, but not to exceed 65 months from the date of manufacture as indicated by the date code stamping.

NOTE: THIS WARRANTY SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDES CARTRIDGE SEALS DUE TO O-RING SHELF LIFE LIMITATIONS. FURTHER, THIS WARRANTY EXCLUDES PRODUCTS NOT OF HYDRAFORCE'S MANUFACTURE WHICH MAY BE INCLUDED AS ADJUNCTIVE PRODUCTS IN MANIFOLDS OR SYSTEMS. THESE PRODUCTS SPECIFICALLY INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, OTHER MANUFACTURERS' CARTRIDGE VALVES, SUBBASE-TYPE VALVES, ELECTRONIC CONNECTORS, SENSORS, CONTROLS, FITTINGS AND FILTERS, WHERE THESE PRODUCTS CARRY ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTIES. THE WARRANTY PASSES THROUGH HYDRAFORCE TO THE ORIGINAL USER AS PROVIDED WITHIN THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY. CONSULT FACTORY.

To be eligible for warranty consideration, all product items must be covered by acceptable documentation and received at the HydraForce, Inc. factory within (3) months of the date of claim according to the requirements of the HydraForce Returned Goods Policy, as revised, which is considered to be part of this warranty.

APPLICATION APPROVALS / LIMITATIONS

It is increasingly common for OEM machinery manufacturers to require of their suppliers that they participate in product design throughout the various stages of development. This is a positive outcome of concurrent design strategies and one in which, if properly executed, should result in more robust machinery, with higher long-term customer satisfaction. As a supplier, HydraForce is committed to supporting our customers in their efforts to make better machines through proper application of our products.

Engineering of machines is a quantitative process. While “soft” issues like operator comfort may be legitimately addressed in QFD exercises and marketing proposals, successful implementation of operation concept requires the listing of “hard” measurements and specifications. Only against comprehensive real numbers and supporting test data, therefore, can an engineer determine whether a product is appropriate for use in an application.

HydraForce stands ready to offer limited approval for an “application” (only) to the extent that the machine developer embodies the “application” with “hard” specifications, typically delivered in written form on engineering drawings, or other documentation. Viewing of machine operation, durability goals, joint participation in FMEA exercises, and OEM supplying applicable Industry Standards information are viewed by HydraForce as extremely useful in the development of a machine specification. However, it is our policy, herein, that any information or other aspect of intended machine operation not transferred to written specification is ineligible for “application approval.” Limited application approvals may be authorized only by HydraForce’s V.P. Engineering, Engineering Manager, or the company President, and must be in writing.

HydraForce products have been successfully applied in a wide variety of commercial applications and are designed to generally conform to common industrial and mobile performance practices.

HOWEVER, HYDRAFORCE SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITS ANY DISTRIBUTOR, CUSTOMER, OR OTHER THIRD PARTY FROM APPLYING HYDRAFORCE PRODUCTS IN THE FOLLOWING APPLICATIONS, WITHOUT OBTAINING HYDRAFORCE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT APPROVAL:

- Explosive or hazardous environments
- On-highway or railway vehicles carrying passengers
- Aircraft or aerospace vehicles
- Ordnance equipment
- Nuclear facility equipment
- Life-saving or support equipment
- Amusement Rides
- Non-oil-based hydraulic fluids
- Braking systems in on-highway vehicles

Questions regarding acceptance of applications should be directed to HydraForce Factory Engineering personnel. Acceptance must be obtained in writing and does not constitute suitability for use, which is the sole decision of the machine manufacturer, based on qualification testing of the device.